


Featuring Stroll Mobile Glassboard shown in Lilac Gray, along with 
Pallet Space Division Furniture in Knotty Pine wood, Natural finish, and 
Gray laminate with Metal pulls.1

https://ghent.com/stroll-mobile-glassboards


The Ghent Experience:
We’ve been crafting and serving our customers’ needs with innovative 
and customizable communication collaboration and learning solutions for 
over 40 years. Beginning as a premium supplier of visual communication 
tools, Ghent now offers display, space dvision, and healthcare solutions in 
addition to visual communication products.

Today, Ghent is your one-stop shop for blended solutions to enhance your 
office, conference room, workspace, classroom, or healthcare facility. All 
of our products are made to order, by men and women who understand 
the importance of quality craftsmanship. With durable materials, carefully 
considered construction, and hefty warranties, we can ensure that each 
product will outlast the competition. With a variety of sizes and designs, we 
are confident that you will find the perfect visual communication and space 
division tools that are customized for you and you only.
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Glassboards
Ghent’s glassboards demonstrate the path to innovation in design. Whether it be our low profile Aria Glassboard 
or Harmony Glassboard, we are confident that you will find the glass whiteboard that is right for you. The sleek, 
customizable surface provides a balance between form and function while offering additional customization options 
like color matching, logo application, size, and configurations. Aria and Harmony Glassboards carry a 50-year 
warranty and exceed BIFMA standards, guaranteeing your board will never ghost or stain.
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From left to right: 4' x 6' Aria Glassboard shown in Black, Stroll Mobile  
Glassboard in White, 4' x 6' Harmony Glassboard in Lilac Gray
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https://ghent.com/glassboards
https://ghent.com/harmony-glassboards


4' x 8' Aria Glassboard shown in Marigold
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https://ghent.com/aria-glassboards


Aria Glassboards
Almost nothing creates the sense of sophistication and simplicity like the look of weightless, floating glass. Ghent’s 
Aria line, cherished for its invisible hanging hardware, highlights the beauty of frame-less glass, which complement 
any décor and offers an unobstructed writing surface. Use a single Aria board for personal offices and conferences 
rooms, or mount boards side-by-side to create a glass whiteboard wall.
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Harmony Glassboards
In our experience, the magic is in the details, and we know that’s where great ideas can truly shine. Harmony 
Glassboards are made with this in mind, featuring square and round corner options that are paired with minimally 
exposed hardware. Sitting 1 1/4 inches off the wall, the shadowing and space provide depth and dimension that 
complements the modern aesthetic found in offices and workplaces—beautifully embellishing the content being shared.
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4' x 6' Harmony Glassboard shown in Rose
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https://ghent.com/harmony-glassboards


Two Pointe Mobile Glassboard Partitions shown in Grape
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https://ghent.com/pointe-mobile-glassboard
https://ghent.com/pointe-mobile-glassboard


Mobile Boards
Ghent’s extensive line of mobile whiteboards allow for brainstorming and collaboration when wall space is limited. 
Designed to be simple, clean, and functional, mobile whiteboards offer double-sided writing surfaces with integrated 
marker storage. They’re also designed with the ability to nest multiple units to maximize space, and complement 
whiteboards on the wall for a complete design.

Stroll Mobile Glassboards Nexus Tablet, Wallboard, and Easel +
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https://ghent.com/stroll-mobile-glassboards
https://ghent.com/whiteboards-nexus-easel-plus


Whiteboards
There’s something to be said about sharing ideas on a traditional whiteboard. At Ghent, we consider this to be 
important, and we’ve crafted our whiteboard product line to reflect these traditional nuances, while adding a modern 
edge to our designs. Whether its our unique surface options, or our carefully selected frame materials, we make sure 
our customers can enjoy the classic whiteboard look with a distinctly modern feel.
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4' x 8' M1 Porcelain Whiteboard shown with an Aluminum Frame
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https://ghent.com/whiteboards-porcelain-m1


4' x 5' Impression Whiteboard shown with a Modern frame and in Espresso finish
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https://ghent.com/whiteboards-impression


Impression Whiteboards
When your communication needs to make a statement, Impression is the perfect choice. Impression Whiteboards 
and Bulletin Boards are framed with premium wood that enhances the porcelain writing surface by adding 
dimension and design to an otherwise traditional product. With a modern frame and an array of finishes and 
surfaces, the options are limitless. 
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Link Hex
Designed to make common areas uncommon, Hex whiteboards and bulletin boards combine an exciting shape with a 
variety of surfaces to leverage modern workspaces. Hex combines today’s needs for beautiful and unique spaces with 
materiality to dampen noise, post company news, and communicate. Available in 4 different surfaces: LINK Powder-
Coated Steel, Glass, Acoustic Panel, and Wrapped Fabric, giving endless posibilites to mix and match to your choosing.



LINK Hex Whiteboards shown in Rose, Marigold, White, and Gray
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https://ghent.com/whiteboards-hex


Silhouette with Black frame shown in Charcoal Flair Faux Leather
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https://ghent.com/enclosed-bulletin-boards-silhouette


Silhouette Enclosed Bulletin Boards
Highlight important announcements with our Silhouette Enclosed Bulletin Boards. This unique
product line features unframed tempered glass with minimal sides, making it easier to read fliers and bulletins. 
Additionally, this modular, configurable design enables customers to use one or multiple units side-by-side, displaying 
up to nine letter size pieces of paper—making this product the perfect option for offices, lobbies and schools.
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Pallet shown in Knotty Pine wood, Natural Finish,  
with the Pallet Whiteboard Vantage Display Case shown in Elm finish

Waddell Display Solutions
With over 130 years of experience, The Waddell Display Collection embodies quality and value when it comes to 
furniture and displays, ensuring our products are built to last. Reinventing the display case with Pallet Space Division 
Furniture, Waddell continues to evolve by producing functional displays that divide space and bring function and style 
to open, traditional, or modern environments. 

https://waddellfurniture.com/display-case-vantage
https://waddellfurniture.com/space-division-pallet


Pallet Space Division Furniture shown in Poplar wood with Urban Walnut  
finish and White laminate with Leather pulls and with the Pallet Cubby
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https://waddellfurniture.com/space-division-pallet


InHarmony Changeable Glassboards, with double-sided insert for ease of content change
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https://vividboard.com/changeable-glassboards
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Custom Whiteboards for Healthcare
Healthcare as an industry is filled with technological advancements. When pushing for more efficiencies, innovation, and 
patient engagement, sometimes simple, yet effective, solutions can be overlooked. As simple as they may be, research 
shows a properly designed dry erase board can help improve patient satisfaction and HCAHPS up to six points.

At Ghent, we pride ourselves on being the experts in patient room whiteboards. Ghent Healthcare dry erase boards are 
found in healthcare facilities across the country in patient rooms, nurses’ stations, pharmacies, operating rooms and 
behavioral health facilities.

InHarmony Swing Changeable Glassboard Aria Glassboards for healthcare

https://vividboard.com/swing-changeable-glassboard
https://vividboard.com/low-profile-glassboards
https://vividboard.com/swing-changeable-glassboard


Google, Old Navy, Amazon, Kroger, Microsoft, Boeing, NASA, Dominos, Honda, Army, Aileron, 

Target, Ideal Image, Air Force, Cardinal Health, Marines, University of California LA, Chrysler, 

Anchor Glass Container, Balder Electric, Best Buy, Birds Eye Foods, Candle-Lite, Chevron, Coca-

Cola, Costco Wholesale, CVS, DHL, Domtar Inc, Givaudan Flavors Corporation, Goodyear Tire, 

Home Depot, Leggett Platt, Libman Co., Lockheed Martin, Lucky Strike, University of Notre Dame, 

Medtronic, Monsanto, The Ohio State University, Oklahoma State University, Owens Minor, Panera 

Bread, Seneca Foods Corp, Thyssenkrupp Elevator, University of Michigan, Worthington Foods, 

Heritage Bag, Verizon, Cintas, Continental Tire, Dave & Busters, Dicks Sporting Goods, Dollar Tree, 

Worthington Industries, Dow Corning Corp, Duke Energy, Gap Inc., Geico, Genentech, Ruby Tuesday, 

Ingersoll Rand, Kohl’s, Bank of America, Lifetime Fitness Inc., Lockheed Martin Missile, Lubrizol 

Corporation, Marshall University, Masterbrand Cabinets, Merrill Lynch, Methodist Hospital, Mt. Sinai 

Medical Center, NC State University, Pfizer, Raytheon Company, Shaw, Sonoco, Supercuts, Texas A&M 

University, T-Mobile, Total Quality Logistics, US Bank, Vanderbilt University, Whole Foods Market, 

Procter & Gamble, St. Louis Cardinals, Los Angeles Rams, San Francisco 49ers, US Naval Academy, 

USAF Academy, Anytime Fitness, US Coast Guard, Boston College, Aerotek, Select  Medical, Cox 

Automotive, Chewy, Davita Dialysis, Banfield Pet Hospital, Milwaukee Bucks, Mercy Health Systems, 

Tampa Bay Rays, Publix, Novant Health, Healthtrust Purchasing Group, Stanford Healthcare, Greater 

Baltimore Medical Center, Kraft Heinz, University of Delaware, Department of Homeland Security, 

University of Alabama, John Hopkins, Bleacher Report, White House, Pentagon, Columbus Crew, 

Smithsonian, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, US Dept. of State, Ohio State Fair Expo, Los Alamos 

National Laboratory, Walter Reed Medical, Grand Canyon National Park Yosemite National Park, 

Hershey Park, VA Medical Centers, TSA, American Airlines, Duke Energy, Norwegian Cruise Lines



Ghent has been a leader in the communication market for over 40 
years, providing superior products such as whiteboards, glassboards, 
mobiles, bulletin boards, enclosed boards, easels, and signage.
WWW.GHENT.COM
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